In this paper, the latest researches on trend relational analysis and grey-fuzzy clustering method are 
Introduction
It is well known that the notion of a system is rather broad, and can be traced to antiquity. So to speak, any an object investigated, such as the motion of a macroscopic particle, or some socioeconomic phenomenon, may be qualified as a system. Systems 
On Grey Process
An excessively complex or complicated object, which generally shows a lack of completed model information, may be looked upon as a grey system. That is, with the aid of the grey systems approach we are able to solve the problems of the analysis and design of complicated systems, or excessively complex systems, including the data systems. Such a system might be looked upon as a data organizing framework according to which some data are considered to be relevant, others not. From a grey system's point of view, all the indeterminate or random concepts can be regarded to be grey. In order to describe an investigated object with incomplete information and to get a reasonably stable picture which can be communicated, some grey concepts are defined as follows: 
More often than not, only a few of the discrete data observed from the investigated object can be obtained,
which is called the original time series corresponding to . We consider that, for an investigated object, all behavioral information is contained in ) ( ) 0 ( t X X ( ⊗ ,t), and all relevant information through observation is contained in or .
Thus, or has provided the basis for constructing systems model [5] .
Trend Relational Analysis for Grey Systems
Let us consider dynamic relationships between h factors that are present in an investigated object.
Naturally, we can get [ ] 
Consider that , we can obtain the trend relational grade matrix as follows: 
Proof.
Omitted. 
Ξ is the optimal similar rc Ξ .
Application of Ξ to Grey Dynamic Modeling
Let us first consider a grey system with a single factor, and we can obtain a realization through observation, say, a single time series ,
Our task here is to construct the system forecasting model, which is rather satisfactory,
Assume that there is a set of known function, denoted by ,
and , respectively, we can get their trend relational grades as follows: 
, which is sought out, may stand for a
is a determinate function defined on time domain, for example,
. We may recognize that implies 
Our task is to construct the system model based
. As stated above, we summarize the following theorem. 
Proof. Selecting to be the integral factor, and 
Let
, and .
Considering the given conditions, we define
When
, , we can construct the matrixes: 
where I is the identity matrix. Eqs. (4) (5) and (4-6) hold. Thus, we have , and Eq.(4-3). 
Ĉ
Suppose that there is an original time series
which is satisfied for modeling.
According to Theorem 4.1, we have
Let and n A n e a= ( )
When a new data vector observed is obtained, we have
Let , then 
Thus, based on Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2, we are able to construct the trend relational grade matrix, denoted by , On the basis of forecasting result above, the flood control strategy was taken in advance, so the heavy losses were reduced greatly in Fuyang District. 
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